CV

Skills & Interests

Languages

English

Qualification

Practice Academic

Academic Degrees

Doctorat Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgique, 2010.

Work Experience

Associate Dean for Postgraduate programs, SKEMA Business School (2017 - July, Present), Sophia-Antipolis, France.
Professor, SKEMA Business School (2015 - Present), Lille, Paris et Sophia Antipolis, France.
Affiliated professor - Portfolio Management for CFA 2, Université Lille 2 - FFBC (2012 - Present), Lille, France.
Affiliated Professor - Gestion avancée actions, Université Lille 2 - FFBC (2011 - Present), Lille, France.
Visiting Lecturer - Gestion de portefeuilles, Université Catholique de Louvain (UCL - LSM) (2006 - Present), Louvain, Belgium.
Head of Finance and Accounting Department, SKEMA Business School (2015 - July, 2017), Sophia Antipolis, France.
Director & Member of the Executive Committee, Degroof Fund Management Company n.v/s.a. (2011 - 2014), Brussels, Belgium.
Head of Fixed Income and Quantitative Research, Degroof Fund Management Company n.v/s.a. (2008 - 2010), Brussels, Belgium.
Head of Asset Management, HSBC DEWAAY (2002 - 2005), Brussels, Belgium.
Senior Fund Manager, Banque DEWAAY (1999 - 2001), Brussels, Belgium.

Intellectual contributions

Articles in Proceedings


**Books, Monographs, Compilations, Manuals**


**Chapters, Cases, Readings, Supplements**


**Other Research**

2019: GOGUEL, A., & DISPAS, C., Croissance aux Etats-Unis pour 2020 : le scénario de repli se précise. The Conversation [Applied or Integrative/application Scholarship]


2016: DISPAS, C., A qui profiterait le Brexit. [Applied or Integrative/application Scholarship]

2016: DISPAS, C., La Fed va prendre un minimum de risques. [Applied or Integrative/application Scholarship]